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Hubert Godard, Rolfing legend and progenitor of the “tonic function” concept defines posture as “the

crystallisation of attitude” (26). Kevin Frank, perhaps English’s foremost teacher of Godard’s gospel and

legendary Rolfer in his own right, explains:

We see in posture the manner in which a person meets the world, and allows the world to meet

him/her. Posture shows how the body actively arranges and stabilizes itself. Like any movement,

posture is coordination. Coordination means the specific timing and recruitment of muscles. It is

an orchestration the body draws on for dependable stability in each situation. Some coordinative

patterns are hard-wired. Most are learned... (27)

Posture then, is an expression of an individual’s ability to interact with his or her environment. Frank

continues to develop this concept of posture when he writes that “the world exists because we build it as a

perception. In building our perception of the world, we shape the world, and at the same time we shape this

body” (28). Posture then, is contingent on our environment—or more precisely, our perception of it. The

wonderful reciprocity of this relationship can be expressed thus: I shape the world & the world shapes me.

In this process of building a perception, which Frank compares to “building a house” (28), the sensory data

that we are constantly collecting through our several senses provides the lumber. Various traditions have

calculated the number of human senses to be roughly five or six. The ambiguity arises both because we

might label “balance,” “mind,” or “guts” as senses along with “sight” or “sound” and because the boundaries

are nebulous: take a trip to Napa Valley with a head-cold and examine your experience. Or imagine if your

glass of red-wine tasted like clam-chowder. Senses are co-dependent.

“How does clam-chowder relate to Rolfing?” the reasonable reader is probably wondering, perhaps shifting

in his seat, rolling his eyes, and resisting the urge to recycle the paper on which these words are printed (in

which gestures we observe the postural response to the perceived incogency of this article’s logic,

communicating to me that I had better make my point quickly!) Because of this metaphysical reciprocity

between the individual and the environment—between “us” and the “world,” between “self” and

“other”—interaction is the very essence of our condition. To exist is to interact is to communicate:

“communico ergo sum!”

Words represent only one medium of this process. To limn this fact, let us return to Frank’s analogy of

house-building as a symbol for creating one’s world through perception. Frank compared our experience of

life to phenomenological carpentry. That the image of “building a house” () helps us to comprehend

Frank’s meaning hints at language’s remarkable ability to, in a sense, transcend itself—by evoking, through

words, a picture in the reader’s mind, Frank bridges a conceptual divide between two distinct forms of



human communication: language & senses.

In truth, the bridge was there before Frank builded it. In fact we negotiate these conceptual chasms all the

time—mostly without noticing. (Consider that one ultimately recieves all language through one of the

sensory entryways and it is clear that the two forms of communication can never be dissevered.) But

particularly interesting to our project is the communication that takes place through posture. Common

metaphors such as “body-language” & “movement-vocabulary” demonstrate that we intuitively grasp this

connection. Consider for a moment the frustration that you have felt at some time in the midst of a heated

conversation when you could not think of the right word to express your thought. We experience the same

phenomenon in our bodily interactions. Perhaps we forget a given gesture and are impelled to circumvent

it—a process that leads to developing what Godard calls “inhibitions” of movement. Or perhaps we never

learned a given movement at all; perhaps we have glaring “lesions” in our somatical lexicons. It is

profoundly frustrating forget a single word; imagine if you had never learned to talk! The concepts are

commensurate. Sometimes we are not even aware what is missing.

Monica Caspari beautifully expresses this condition when she explains Rolf-Movement instruction: “[It] is

not about correcting, fixing, or changing the client. Rather, it is about increasing the posibilities for the

person to be in the world” (5). Our project as Rolfers is to augment our clients’ tool-boxes so they’re not

stuck painting the cottage walls with a rusty hatchet. The quality of the product & the experience will

ultimately increase. We strive provide every client with a greater vocabulary, in the most extended sense of

this statement.

How do we accomplish this? As most activities, it begins with communication. This might be verbal,

tactile, somatical, or something that eludes clear understanding. In any case, it is immediately clear that as

Rolfers, we have the responsibility to to develop our own “vocabularies” to the limits of our capacity. We

must practice the ability to provide useful verbal cues and exercises and we must also cultivate other

avenues of communication—“One must [oneself] become an appropriate body-schema that communicates

wordlessly—but empathetically—with the body-schema of the client. The client will then unconsciously

entrain with the practicioner and mirror that practicioner’s movement or tonic state. In this manner, the

client induces the desired function in the client. Godard calls this phenomenon ‘metakinesis’”(Caspari 6).

Such an understanding finds stalwart support in neuroscientifical research concerning our natural impulses

to emulate and empathise with our fellows. Scientists have discovered that evolution endowed our brains

with “mirror-neurons” specifically for this process. Researches have demonstrated, for example, that

spectators and athletes display similar patterns of neural activation during a given athletic competition.

This is not to equate Lionel Messi’s mental processing to that of a screaming hooligan wearing a Real

Madrid jersey. But kinesthetic empathy is a natural trait and to emulate the gestures of others is native to us



from our infancy. Therefore, if we sit up a little straighter in the subway, we might inspire the fellows across

the aisel to do the same. Attitude is contagious, be it crystalline or otherwise. The cosmic butterfly beats her

wings and spirals ever wider till she traverses the entire universe with her helices. In Ida’s words:

The numerator Man-Energy has increased. The ratio has therefore increased. The force available

to reverse the entropic deterioration is greater—that universe is no longer running down. It seems

capable now of building up. Is this the work of that other energy, that one that does not manifest

obedience to the law of inverse squares? At this point we do not know.


